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in favor of futurism being about the future slate star codex - here are some predictions i have about the future 1 we will
eventually build ais in the common sci fi sense but these will generally be used for entertainment or as user interfaces to
more powerful systems like secretaries that translate natural language queries into something like sql, wake up new
zealand what does the globalist agenda new - the epa in a draft risk assessment report issued on monday also said it
found no other meaningful risks to human health when glyphosate the world s biggest selling weed killer is used according
to its label instructions, list of horizon episodes wikipedia - horizon is a current and long running bbc popular science and
philosophy documentary programme series one was broadcast in 1964 and as of august 2018 is in its 54th series over 1200
episodes have been broadcast including specials with an average of 24 episodes per series during the 54 year run, the
street sleuth financial news aggregator and a little - financial news aggregator and a little more create your own case
studies broyhill twx value creation case study broyhill investing by design fun thesis jun 13 hsp thesis may 13 coh thesis mar
13 look at the date of the report like coach inc coh, what i am reading 2018 home yardeni research - what i am reading
2018 on yardeni research november 08 thursday markets s p 500 and dow surge in best rally after midterm elections since
1982 c stock markets are too happy with the election outcome w u s oil falls for 8th day in a row as supplies surge w bond
traders are back to a flattening curve with focus on fed b central banks, ot65 the early thread gets the worm slate star
codex - this is the bi weekly visible open thread there are hidden threads every few days here post about anything you want
ask random questions whatever also 1 new ad on the sidebar 80 000 hours an effective altruist group that tries to help
people find the highest impact and best fit altruistic, deliberate values dissonance tv tropes - for speculative fiction this is
also often a necessity as it would make no sense for radically different societies even if they are presented as a future
version of the present society to adopt exactly the same values this can result in an author tract of a different kind
presenting values the author believes could or should arise in certain situations, the g file national review - that s why katie
arrington who defeated mark sanford in a primary by promising to be a loyal foot soldier for trump blamed sanford for her
loss of a reliably republican seat we lost, human factors atomic rockets - the space environment is so inconvenient for
human beings there is so much that one has to bring along to keep them alive life support has to supply each crew member
daily with 0 0576 kilograms of air about 0 98 kilograms of water and about 2 3 kilograms of wet food less if you are recycling
some kind of artificial gravity or a medical way to keep the bones and muscles from wasting away, the worldwide celluloid
massacre borderline extreme movies - an intelligent satire on writing screenplays pitting inspired work against hollywood
cookie cutter and commercial pressures the uptight tormented barton is whisked away to hollywood to write a pointless b
movie after his plays become a success and he finds himself in a surreal hell that becomes more and more literal, wake up
new zealand what does the globalist agenda new - in the video you just saw dahboo77 claims all of those men went to
their graves with stories untold was that by design the next video titled why andrew breitbart michael hastings and tom
clancy were murdered certainly makes the case that they were killed because they knew too much, sol war sons of light
warriors alien resistance - as to why president obama spurned working with iran on mysterious magrav technology and
why iranian scientists want nasa to explain their ufo technology this report says is because both of these nations have
discovered and unearthed the flying machines the ancient peoples called vimanas that american military forces discovered
in a time well in afghanistan and the site, cunt a cultural history of the c word matthew hunt - the c word cunt is perhaps
the most offensive word in the english language and consequently it has never been researched in depth hugh rawson s
dictionary of invective contains the most detailed study of what he calls the most heavily tabooed of all english words 1989
though his article is only five pages long cunt a cultural history of the c word is therefore intended as the, is hiv really the
cause of aids are there really only - is hiv really the cause of aids are there really only a few scientists who doubt this over
2 000 scientists medical professionals authors and academics are on record that the hiv aids theories routinely reported to
the public as if they were facts are dubious to say the least
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